2019 PARENT & FAMILY WEEKEND

Memphis vs. SMU / 6:30 PM KICKOFF

THE FOOTBALL SHUTTLE
The shuttle will begin pick up at 4:00 PM in the West End of Central Parking Lot & run until kick off. Drop Off is the Coca-Cola Bottling Co. on Hollywood
The shuttle will run for one hour following the game at Coca-Cola Bottling Co. on Hollywood.

TOM THE TIGER & TIGER WALK
Tiger Walk Begins at 4:00 PM

HOSPITALITY AREA IN THE PIPKIN BUILDING
OPENS: 4:30 PM | Included with Go Blue Package cost

STUDENT TAILGATE // TIGER DEN

WILLIS FAMILY TAILGATE
Kindle & George Willis, members of Parent & Family Council, invite you to join them at their tailgate!
TIME: 4:30 PM

TICKETS
TICKETS FOR MEMPHIS VS. SMU
Tickets in Go Blue Registration Packets | Seats are in Section 122 - 123
Best gate to enter is Gate #1, but you may enter through any gate.
Students sitting in the Student Section must enter through the Student entrance at Gate #6 and are required to show their UofM ID to enter the stadium.

PARKING
ENTRANCE FOR DRIVERS WITHOUT SEASON PARKING PASS
Access #11 off of Southern Avenue | Circled Above | Cost: $ 20 – Cash Only
CLEAR BAG POLICY

To provide a safer environment for the public and significantly expedite guest entry into the stadium, Liberty Bowl Memorial Stadium implemented a new bag policy in 2017-18 for all ticketed Stadium events that limits the size and type of bags that may be brought into the venue.

Guests will be able to carry the following style and size bag, package or container into the venue:
- Bags that are clear plastic, vinyl or PVC and do not exceed 12" x 6" x 12." (Parent & Family Weekend Clear bags are approved)
- One-gallon clear plastic freezer bag (Ziploc bag or similar).
- Small clutch bags, approximately the size of a hand, with or without a handle or strap can be taken into the venue with one of the clear plastic bags.
- An exception will be made for medically necessary items after proper inspection.

Prohibited bags include, but are not limited to: purses larger than a clutch bag, briefcases, backpacks, fanny packs, cinch bags, luggage of any kind, non-approved seat cushions or seatbacks*, computer bags, diaper bags, binocular cases, and camera bags. Guests will continue to be able to enjoy their tailgate activities in the parking lots and to do so with greater safety and the knowledge that their entry into the venue will be smoother and faster. They also will continue to be able to carry items allowed into the venue, such as binoculars, cameras, and smart phones. For frequently asked questions, please visit https://gotigersgo.com/documents/2017/7/31/LBMS_Clear_Bag_Policy.pdf

*Non-approved seat cushions and seatbacks include large traditional seat cushions that have pockets, zippers, compartments, or covers. Seat cushions and seatbacks must be 16” or less in width with no armrests.